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Robotmaster featured in Global Business Report 
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remotely manipulate objects with a robot arm. (Courtesy of Gary 



Uncalibrated Visual Servoing
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Solving Random Picking
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VGR in Your Palm

Robot picks and stacks randomly 

piled parts in six degrees of 



A 2D vision guided robot performs bolt 

Sensor-Enabled Mobility

Mobile robots 

equipped with 

(Courtesy of 



with the mobile system since the beginning.

robot independently.
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Time of Flight
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Safety, Security, Volumetric Measurement

Smart Robots, Smart Manufacturing

TOUCH
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Force Feedback in the Foundry
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Beyond Human Capability
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narrowing the blade and making it thinner. The blades are supplied 
-

plete to build up the surfaces of the leading and trailing edges. 
Then the process uses a belt sander to blend the weld smooth with 

-
ances.
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Robot equipped with integrated force sensor precisely blends and 

because it varies a lot from blade to blade and so we need to adjust the task. Even if we change the path of the robot to 

it must also stand up to the touch test.

 

the service life of their jet engine components.
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Sensors with Military Might
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“In December, I was in China and I was looking at one of their electronics assembly lines,” says Christensen. “There are 
-

-
structured environments, and lower costs.”

SOUND

execute on this.”

-

This video shows the Simon humanoid robot learning how to do a task via a combi-

with verbal commands.

-
tensen.

TASTE, SMELL

-

best friend. Electronic bloodhounds are in our future. 

the movements of which were mapped from 3D camera recordings of a real chef preparing one of his acclaimed recipes. 

Beyond Our Senses

Mobile robots equipped with night vision and infrared sensors are advancing search-and-rescue teams and security 

-

Researcher uses verbal commands to teach a 

perform various tasks. (Courtesy of Harold 


